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Abstract
We give an algorithm to compute the following cohomology groups on U =Cn n V (f) for
any non-zero polynomial f2Q[x1; : : : ; xn]:
1. Hk(U;CU ); CU is the constant sheaf on U with stalk C.
2. Hk(U;V); V is a locally constant sheaf of rank 1 on U .
We also give partial results on computation of cohomology groups on U for a locally constant
sheaf of general rank and on computation of Hk(Cn n Z;C) where Z is a general algebraic set.
Our algorithm is based on computations of Grobner bases in the ring of dierential operators
with polynomial coecients. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14F40; 14Q99; 55N30
0. Introduction
In this paper, we give an algorithm to compute the following cohomology groups
on U =Cn n V (f) for any non-zero polynomial f2Q[x1; : : : ; xn]:
1. Hk(U;CU ), where CU is the constant sheaf on U with stalk C.
2. Hk(U;V), where V is the locally constant sheaf on U of rank one dened
by a multi-valued function fa11   fadd with polynomials f1; : : : ; fd 2Q[x] such that
f=f1   fd and a1; : : : ; ad 2Q.
We also give partial results on the computation of cohomology groups on U for a
locally constant sheaf of general rank as well as on the computation of Hk(Cn n Z;C),
where Z is a general algebraic set of Cn.
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Our algorithm is based on computations of Grobner bases in the ring of dier-
ential operators with polynomial coecients, algorithms for functors in the theory
of D-modules [32,33], and Grothendieck{Deligne comparison theorem [10,15], which
relates sheaf cohomology groups and algebraic de Rham cohomology groups.
One advantage of the use of the ring of dierential operators in algebraic geometry
is that, for example, Q[x; 1=x], which is the localized module of Q[x] along x, is not
nitely generated as a Q[x]-module, but it can be regarded as a nitely generated
Qhx; @xi-module with @x = @=@x. In fact, we have 1=xk =(−1)k−1(1=(k − 1)!)( @@x )k−1 1x .
Computation of the localization of a given D-module and computation of the integration
functor are the most important part of our algorithm. See [11] for a classical approach.
As an introduction to this paper, it will be the best to mention how we started this
project.
A connection between de Rham cohomology groups and D-modules is well-
understood theoretically. In fact, the connection is given by the Riemann{Hilbert corre-
spondence by Kashiwara and Mebkhout [20,27] between the derived category of con-
structible sheaves and the derived category of bounded complexes of D-modules whose
cohomology groups are regular holonomic. The correspondence has yielded fruitful re-
sults in algebraic geometry and the representation theory. The authors were convinced
that it should also give fruitful results in computational algebraic geometry. However,
there had been only a few results to this direction because we have to deal with left
and right modules simultaneously. After [32], this diculty was essentially removed
and we tried the following computation.
Let us consider the dierential equation for the function f=(x− u)a(x− v)b where
u; v; a; b are rational numbers with u<v and a+ b 62Z. The function f satises the
dierential equation
pf=0; p=(x − u)(x − v)@x − a(x − v)− b(x − u):
Let p^ be the formal Fourier transform of this operator:
p^ = (−@x − u)(−@x − v)x − a(−@x − v)− b(−@x − u)
= x@2x + (ux + vx + 2 + a+ b)@x + uvx + u+ v+ av+ bu
and A be the ring of dierential operators Qhx; @xi. We want to evaluate the dimension
of the Q-vector space
A=(Ap^+ xA) ’ (A=Ap^)=x(A=Ap^) ’ (A=Ap^)=Im x;
which is called the (0th) restriction of A=Ap^ along x=0. Now, we can apply the
algorithm for the D-module theoretic restriction in [32, Section 5] to evaluate the di-
mension. Here, we need what is called a b-function for the evaluation, which is nothing
but the indicial (characteristic) polynomial at x=0 of the ordinary dierential operator
p^ that appears in the classical method of Frobenius; here the b-function is s(s−a−b).
Applying Proposition 5.2 in [32] with this b-function, we conclude that the dimension
is equal to one, which coincides with the number of the bounded segments of Rnfu; vg.
Next, we tried to evaluate the dimension of A2=(A2p^ + A2q^ + xA2 + yA2) where
A2 is the ring of dierential operators generated by x; y; @x and @y, and p and q
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are dierential operators which annihilate the function f= xayb(1 − x − y)c; we take
p= x(1−x−y)(@x−a=x+c=(1−x−y)) and q=y(1−x−y)(@y−b=y+c=(1−x−y)).
We evaluate the dimension, this time with a computer program [41], by iterating to
apply the algorithm for computing the 0th restriction in [32] rstly for x and secondly
for y. The result is again one, which is equal to the number of the bounded cells of the
hyperplane arrangement R2nf(x; y) j xy(1−x−y)= 0g. It is well known in the theory of
hypergeometric functions that the number of bounded cells is equal to the dimension of
the middle dimensional twisted cohomology group associated with f, which is equal
to the rank of the corresponding hypergeometric system. (Strictly speaking, it turns
out that p and q do not generate the annihilating ideal fl2A2 j lf=0g for f (see
Example 4.3); however, the ideal generated by p; q happens to be ‘close enough’ to
the annihilating ideal.)
Inspired by the observation above, we started the project to obtain an algorithm for
computing the cohomology groups of the complement of an ane variety by elaborating
the method sketched above.
1. Computation of cohomology groups of the complement of an ane hypersurface
For any non-zero polynomial f2Q[x1; : : : ; xn], we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Put X =Cn; Y =V (f) := fx2X jf(x)= 0g; and U =X n Y . Then the
cohomology group Hk(U;CU ) is computable for any integer k; where CU denotes the
constant sheaf on U with stalk C.
Note that Hk(U;CU ) is the kth cohomology group (with coecients in C) of the
2n-dimensional real C1-manifold Ucl underlying U. Also note that Hk(U;CU )= 0 for
k >n since U is ane and that H 0(U;CU )=C since U is connected.
In the theorem above, we may replace Q by any computable eld. Here, we mean
by a computable eld a subeld K of C such that each element of K can be expressed
by a nite set of data so that we can decide whether two such expressions correspond
to the same element, and that the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division in
K are computable by the Turing machine. For example, any algebraic extension eld
of Q of nite rank is a computable eld by virtue of Grobner bases and factorization
algorithms over algebraic number elds.
In this section, we illustrate an algorithm to compute the cohomology groups. Cor-
rectness will be proved as a special case of the corresponding theorem for cohomology
groups with coecients in a locally constant sheaf of rank one. In order to compute
the cohomology groups, we translate the problem to that of computations of functors,
especially to that of the de Rham functor, of An-modules, which are studied in a series
of papers [32,33]. Here, An is the ring of dierential operators with polynomial coe-
cients and is called the Weyl algebra. The computations of functors are based on the
Buchberger algorithm to compute Grobner bases in the Weyl algebra. We shall quickly
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review the denition of Weyl algebra and the Grobner basis. See [7,8,14,25,29,39] for
details, [38] for an introduction, and [41] for implementations.
The Weyl algebra
An=Qhx1; : : : ; xn; @1; : : : ; @ni
is the ring of non-commutative polynomials generated by 2n elements xi; @i; (i=1; : : : ; n)
satisfying the relations
xixj = xjxi; @i@j = @j@i;
@ixj = xj@i +

1 (i= j)
0 (i 6= j):
The theory (and practice) of Grobner bases works perfectly well for left ideals in the
Weyl algebra An. We quickly review the relevant basics. Every element p in An can
be written uniquely as a Q-linear combination of normally ordered monomials xa@b.
This representation of p is called the normally ordered representation. For example,
the monomial @1x1@1 is not normally ordered. Its normally ordered representation is
x1@21 + @1.
Consider the commutative polynomial ring in 2n variables
gr (An)=Q[x1; : : : ; xn; 1; : : : ; n]
and the Q-linear map gr : An ! gr (An); xa@b 7! xab. Let < be any term order
on gr (An). This gives a total order among normally ordered monomials in An via
xA@B >xa@b , xAB >xab. For any element p2An let in<(p) denote the highest
monomial xA@B in the normally ordered representation of p. If I is a left ideal in An
then its initial ideal is the ideal gr (in<(I)) in gr (An) generated by all monomials
gr (in<(p)) for p2 I . Clearly, gr (in<(I)) is generated by nitely many monomials
xab. A nite subset G of I is called a Grobner basis of I with respect to the term
order < if fgr (in<(q)) j q2Gg generates gr (in<(I)). Noting that in<(p)  in<(q)
implies in<(hp)  in<(hq) for all h2An, one proves that the reduced Grobner basis
of I is unique and nite, and can be computed using Buchberger’s algorithm. Any left
(or right) ideal in An is nitely generated and we denote by hp1; : : : ; pmi the left ideal
in An generated by p1; : : : ; pm 2An.
Most constructions in the commutative algebra can be reduced to computations of
Grobner bases. This is also the case with some constructions for modules over the Weyl
algebra. For example, the construction of a free resolution of a left coherent An-module
is a straightforward generalization of algorithms of constructing free resolutions of
modules over the ring of polynomials. As to algorithms to construct a free resolution
by the Schreyer order, see [1, p. 167 Theorem 3.7.13], [12, Theorem 15.10] and
[37]. We note that an algorithm to compute a sheaf cohomology on the n-dimensional
projective space is given based on computation of syzygies in the ring of polynomials
[13]. Computation of an elimination ideal in the Weyl algebra is also a straightforward
generalization of computation of an elimination ideal in the ring of polynomials, (see,
e.g., [1, p. 69 Theorem 2.3.4], [9, p. 114 Theorem 2]). These two constructions will
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be used in our algorithm to obtain cohomology groups (see Algorithm 1.2 Step 3,
Procedure 1.4 Step 2 and Procedure 2.2 Step 2).
However, the non-commutativity causes some diculty in constructing various ob-
jects in the category of modules over the Weyl algebra. For example, to compute the
tensor product of right and left An-modules in the derived category, special care must
be taken. This problem has been an open problem since [40]. As a special (but im-
portant) case of the tensor product computation as above, we give an algorithm for
the D-module theoretic restriction of an An-module by using the V -ltration and the
b-function (or the indicial polynomial). As to details, see [32, Proposition 5.2, Theo-
rem 5.7, Algorithm 5.10] and [33]. Walther [42] solved a related problem of computing
algebraic local cohomology groups based on V -ltration, b-function and the Cech com-
plex. As we will see in Section 7, his algorithm gives an algorithm for Theorem 1.1
dierent from ours explained below.
We have explained a general background on an algorithmic treatment of modules
over the Weyl algebra. Now let us explain our algorithm to compute cohomology
groups by a top-down expansion.
Algorithm 1.2 (Computation of the cohomology groups Hk(U;CU )).
Input: a polynomial f2Q[x1; : : : ; xn].
Output: Hk(U;CU ) for 0  k  n where U =Cn n V (f).
1. Find a left ideal I such that
Q

x;
1
f

’ An=I
as a left An-module.
2. Let J be the formal Fourier transform of I ;
J = Ijxi 7!−@i ;@i 7!xi :
3. Compute a free resolution
   ! Ap−(n+1)n L
−(n+1)
! Ap−nn L
−n
! Ap−(n−1)n    L
−1
! Ap0n ! An=J ! 0;
(p0 = 1) of An=J by using Schreyer’s theorem [12, Theorem 15.10] with an order
which renes the partial order dened by the weight vector
@1    @n x1    xn
(1    1 −1    −1):
The length may be more than n + 1, but we discard higher order syzygies
Ap−mn
L−m! ; m>n+ 1.
4. Compute the cohomology groups of the complex of Q-vector spaces
An=(x1An +   + xnAn)⊗An Ap−kn ;
1⊗L−k−−!

:
Then, the (k − n)-th cohomology group Ker (1 ⊗ Lk−n)=Im (1 ⊗ Lk−n−1) of the
complex above tensored with C gives Hk(U;CU ).
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The step 1 will be explained in Procedure 1.4 in detail and the steps 2, 3 and 4 will
be explained in Procedure 1.8 in detail.
The main purpose of this paper is to show the correctness of this algorithm and
related generalized algorithms. Here is a good place to overview the contents of each
sections.
In step 1, we derive systems of dierential equations for f−r0 . We will prove
Theorem 1.1 in a more general form Theorem 2.1, which deals with cohomology
groups with coecients in a locally constant sheaf instead of C-coecients. Although
an algorithm to derive dierential equations for f−r0 is discussed in [31], in order to
compute the cohomology groups with coecients in a locally constant sheaf, step 1
should be replaced by a more general algorithm, which will be discussed in Sections
2{4 with a proof of correctness.
Sections 5 and 6 are for steps 2, 3 and 4. The correctness of steps 3 and 4 are
shown by utilizing results of [33]. We note that the steps 2, 3 and 4 are nothing but
the computation of
Hk−n(An=(@1An +   + @nAn)⊗LAn An=I);
which is denoted byZ k−n
Cn
An=I =
Z k−n
Cn
Q[x; 1=f]
in the theory of D-modules. We shall prove that this cohomology group tensored with C
is equal to Hk(U;CU ) by the Grothendieck{Deligne comparison theorem in Section 5.
Here, for a left An-module M and a right An-module N , we denote by N ⊗LAn M the
complex
(N ⊗An M i; 1⊗ di−1; i=1; 0;−1;−2; : : :);
where
   d
i−1
! Mi d
i
!   d
−2
! M−1 d
−1
! M 0 ! M ! 0; (exact)
Mi is a free An-module, di is a left An-morphism and M 1 = 0; d0 = 0. It is known that
there exists a nite length free resolution for a given nitely generated left An-module
M (e.g., apply the method of [12, p. 336 Corollary 15.11] to our case).
Remark 1.3. For a left An-module M =An=I , the left An−1-module (An=@nAn) ⊗An
M =An=(I + @nAn) is called the 0-th integral of M with respect to xn. Why is it
called the integral? Let us explain an intuition behind this terminology.
Let f be a function of x1; : : : ; xn. We suppose that the function f is rapidly decreas-
ing with respect to the variable xn and put I =Annf= fl2An j lf=0g. Then the
An-module generated by the function f is isomorphic to the left An-module An=I . Put
g(x1; : : : ; xn−1)=
R1
−1 f(x1; : : : ; xn)dxn. Then, we have [(I+@nAn)\An−1]g=0. In fact,
since any element l in (I+@nAn)\An−1 can be written as l= l1+@nl2; l1 2 I; l2 2An, we
have lg=
R1
−1 (l1 + @nl2)fdxn=
R1
−1 @n(l2f)dxn=0. Therefore, g can be regarded
as a solution of the dierential equations corresponding to the left An−1-submodule
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An−1=(I +@nAn)\An−1 of An=(@nAn)⊗An M . Note that An=(@nAn)⊗An M itself describes
a system of dierential equations for
R1
−1 x
j
nf dxn with j  0.
Let us explain in detail the step 1 of Algorithm 1.2. This algorithm is given in [31].
Procedure 1.4 (Computing the dierential equations for 1=f−r0 ; step 1 of Algorithm
1.2).
Input: f.
Output: a left ideal I of An such that Q[x; 1=f] ’ An=I .
1. (Computation of the annihilating ideal of fs)
Compute
t − f(x); @f
@x1
@t + @1; : : : ;
@f
@xn
@t + @n

\Q[t@t]hx; @xi:
Replacing t@t by −s − 1, we obtain the left ideal Annfs in Q[s]hx; @xi. (Call
Procedure 4.1 with d=1 to compute the intersection of the left ideal and the
subring Q[t@t]hx; @xi.)
2. (Computation of the b-function of f)
Compute the generator b(s) of
hAnnfs; fi \Q[s]
by an elimination order x; @x > s.
3. Let r0 be the minimum integral root of b(s)= 0. Put I =(Annfs)s!r0 . Then, we
have Q[x; 1f ] ’ An=I .
The polynomial b(s) is called the (global) Bernstein{Sato polynomial or the b-
function of f. This polynomial is the minimal degree polynomial satisfying the relation
Lfs+1 = b(s)fs; 9L2Q[s]hx; @xi:
The left module An=I is a holonomic An-module (or called a module belonging to the
Bernstein class). The holonomicity of An=I and the existence of the b-function were
shown by I.N. Bernstein. See, e.g., [4] and [5, p. 13, 5.5 Theorem]. It is known that
when f 6= const; b(s) always has s+ 1 as a factor. M. Kashiwara proved that all the
roots of b(s)= 0 are negative rational numbers for any f2C[x1; : : : ; xn] in [18].
Remark 1.5. The left An-isomorphism Q[x; 1=f]
’!An=I is expressed as ’=’2  ’1
where the left An-isomorphisms ’1 and ’2
Q[x; 1=f]
’1−!Anfr0 ’2−!An=I
are dened as
’2(fr0 ) = 12An=I; ’1(fr0 ) =fr0 2Anfr0 ;
’1(fr0−k)=
L(r0 − k)   L(r0 − 1)
b(r0 − k)    b(r0 − 1)f
r0 ; (k =1; 2; : : :):
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Hence, for example, we have
’−1(@i)= r0(@f=@xi)fr0−1 =’−11 (r0(@f=@xi)L(r0 − 1)fr0 =b(r0 − 1)):
Example 1.6. For f= x(1− x), we have
Annfs= hx(1− x)@x − s(1− 2x)i:
The b-function of f is s+ 1 with
((1− 2x)@x + 4(1 + s))fs+1 = (s+ 1)fs;
and hence we get
Q[x; 1=f] ’ Qhx; @xi=hx(1− x)@x + (1− 2x)i:
Example 1.7. Put f= x3 − y2. We compute the left ideal I such that Q[x; y; 1=f] ’
A2=I . Here is a log of the output of kan=k0, which may be self-explanatory. The
system k0 is a translator that compiles Java like inputs to codes for kan=sm1, which
is a Postscript like language for computations in the ring of dierential operators [41].
In(9) = a = annfs(x3 − y2; [x; y]);
Computing the Groebner basis of
[v  t + x3 − y2;−v  u+ 1;−3  u  x2  Dt + Dx; 2  u  y  Dt + Dy]
with the order u; v> other elements.
In(10) = a :
[3  x2  Dy + 2  y  Dx;−6  (−1− s)− 2  x  Dx − 3  y  Dy − 6]
In(11) = b = ReducedBase(Eliminatev(Groebner(Append[a; y2 − x3]),
[x; y; Dx; Dy]));
In(12) = b:
[− 216  s3 − 648  s2 − 642  s− 210]
In(13) = Factor(b[0]):
[[− 6; 1]; [6  s+ 5; 1]; [6  s+ 7; 1]; [s+ 1; 1]]
Since s= − 1 is the minimum integral root of the b-function, we have
Q[x; y; 1=f] ’ A2=h3x2@y + 2y@x;−2x@x − 3y@y − 6i:
Finally, let us explain our algorithm for computing
Hk−n(An=(@1An +   + @nAn)⊗LAn An=I):
This is a detailed explanation of steps 2, 3 and 4 of Algorithm 1.2. We can compute
the cohomology groups by applying [33, Theorem 5.3] to the Fourier transformed ideal
J of I . Correctness will be discussed in Sections 5 and 6.
Put
@1    @n x1    xn
w = (1    1 −1    −1);
Fk = ff2An j ordw(f)  kg;
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where
ordw(xa@b) := − jaj+ jbj:
fFkg is called the V -ltration.
Procedure 1.8 (Oaku and Takayama [33], Computing the D-module theoretic integral
of An=I ; steps 2, 3 and 4 in Algorithm 1.2).
Input: a left ideal I of An. (An=I is holonomic.)
Output: The −kth cohomology groups of An=(@1An +    + @nAn) ⊗LAn An=I for 0 
k  n.
1. Let J be the formal Fourier transform of I ;
J = Ijxi 7!−@i ;@i 7!xi ;(i = 1;:::;n) :
2. Let G be a Grobner basis of the left ideal J with the weight vector w. Find the
generator b(1 +   + n) of
hinw(G)i \Q[1 +   + n]; i= xi@i:
3. Let k1 be the maximum integral root of b(s)= 0. If there exists no integral root,
then quit; the cohomology groups are all zero in that case.
4. Let <w be a renement of the partial order by w. Construct a free resolution
   ! Ap−(n+1)n L
−(n+1)
−! Ap−nn L
−n
−!Ap−(n−1)n    L
−1
−!Ap0n ! An=J ! 0
with p0 = 1 by using the Schreyer orders associated with <w. The length may be
more than n+1, but we do not need higher order syzygies Ap−mn
L−m! ; m>n+1.
5. (Computation of degree shifts) Put s01 = 0 and
sk+1i = max1jp−k

ordw(L
−(k+1)
ij ) + s
k
j

(1  i  p−(k+1))
successively.
6. Compute the cohomology groups of the induced complex
    L
−2
−! Fk1−s11 =(F−1 + xAn)
M
  
M
Fk1−s1p−1 =(F−1 + xAn)
 L−1−! Fk1 =(F−1 + xAn)
L0! 0
as a complex of Q-vector space where xAn= x1An+  +xnAn. Then, the (k−n)th
cohomology group
Ker Lk−n=Im Lk−n−1
of this complex tensored by C gives Hk(U;CU ).
In step 2, we denote by inw(
P
(a;b)2 J cabx
a@b) the w-leading formX
hw;(a;b)i=m
cabxa@b; m= max
(a;b)2 J
hw; (a; b)i;
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where h; i denotes the standard inner product in Z2n. Put inw(G)= finw(g)jg2Gg.
One needs to compute the intersection of the left ideal inw(J )= hinw(G)i and the
subring Q[1 +   + n]. This can be done in a procedure similar to the one explained
in Section 4.
In step 4, we compute Grobner bases with the Schreyer orders over the order <w to
construct a resolution. Note that <w is not a well-order, which causes a diculty in
computation of Grobner basis in our non-commutative situation. There are two ways
to overcome this diculty; one is to use the F-homogenization introduced in [28]
(see also [30, Section 3]) and the other is the use of the homogenized Weyl algebra
which has a homogenization variable h so that the relation @ixi= xi@i + h2 holds. The
homogenized Weyl algebra was introduced in kan/sm1 [41] in version 2 released in
1994. See [3] on a theoretical study on this homogenization technique.
In Step 6, we truncate the complex from above by using k1; we could also make
truncation from below by using the minimum integral root of b(s)= 0, which would
somewhat reduce the complexity of Step 6. See [33] for details. Moreover, if we need
to compute Hk(U;CU ) for k  l, then we have only to compute L−i for i  n− l+1
in Step 4.
Example 1.9. We take f= x(1 − x) in Q[x]. We denote by A the Weyl algebra
Qhx; @xi. As we have seen, we have Q[x; 1=f] ’ A=hpi; p= x(1−x)@x− (2x−1). The
formal Fourier transform of p is p^= − x@2x − x@x. By multiplying −x from the left,
we have
−xp^= (− 1) + x; = x@x:
Therefore the b-function is equal to s(s− 1) and k1 = 1. A resolution of A=hp^i is
0! A
(x@2x−x@x)−−−−!A! A=hp^i ! 0:
Since k1 = 1 and the degree shift by x@2x − x@x is equal to 1, the truncated complex is
0! F0=(F−1 + xA)
(x@2x−x@x)−−−−!F1=(F−1 + xA)! 0:
Since
F0=(F−1 + xA)=Q; F1=(F−1 + xA)=Q+Q@x
and 1  (x@2x − x@x)  0 in F1=(F−1 + xA), we conclude that
H−1 =F0=(F−1 + xA)=Q; H 0 =F1=(F−1 + xA)=Q2:
Hence, the cohomology groups of U =C n f0; 1g are
H 0(U;CU )=C; H 1(U;CU )=C2:
The two generators of H 1 correspond to two loops that encircle the points x=0 and
x=1, respectively, in view of the Poincare duality of homology groups and cohomology
groups.
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Example 1.10 (Cohomology groups of C2 n V (x3 − y2)). This is the output of kan/k0.
In(43) = bb = bfunctionForIntegral([3x2Dy+2yDx;−2xDx−3y
Dy − 6]; [x; y]);
In(44) = bb:
[− 216  s3 + 432  s2 − 264  s+ 48]
In(45) = Factor(bb):
[[− 24; 1]; [3  s− 2; 1]; [s− 1; 1]; [3  s− 1; 1]]
In(46) = integralOfModule([3x2 Dy+2y Dx;−2x Dx−3y Dy−6];
[x; y]; 1; 1; 2) :
Here, 1,1,2 specify the minimum and the maximum integral roots, and the length of
the resolution respectively.
0-th cohomology: [0; [ ]]
−1-th cohomology: [1; [ ]]
−2-th cohomology: [1; [ ]]
The output means that
H 0(U;CU )=C; H 1(U;CU )=C; H 2(U;CU )= 0:
Let us explain this example a little more precisely. For f= x3 − y2, we have
Q[x; y; 1=f] ’ A2=I with
I = h2x@x + 3y@y + 6; 3x2@y + 2y@xi:
Its Fourier transform is A2=J with
J = h−2x@x − 3y@y + 1; 3y@2x − 2x@yi:
The b-function of A2=J is (s− 1)(3s− 1)(3s− 2). Hence we put k1 = 1. A Schreyer
(adapted) free resolution of A2=J with the weight vector (−1;−1; 1; 1) is given by
0! A2 L
−3
−!A42 L
−2
−!A42 L
−1
−!A2 ! A2=J ! 0
with
L−1 =
0
BBBB@
−2x@x − 3y@y + 1
3y@2x − 2x@y
−9y2@y@x − 3y@x − 4x2@y
−27y3@2y − 27y2@y + 3y + 8x3@y
1
CCCCA ;
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L−2 =
0
BBBB@
3y@x 2x −1 0
2x@y −3y@y + 2 −@x 0
−9y2@y − 3y 0 2x 1
4x2@y 0 −3y@y + 4 @x
1
CCCCA ;
L−3 = (−3y@y + 2;−2x;−@x; 1):
The shift vectors are given by
(s11; s
1
2; s
1
3; s
1
4)= (0; 1; 0;−1);
(s21; s
2
2; s
2
3; s
2
4)= (0; 1;−1; 0);
s31 = 0:
By computing the truncated complex, which is a complex of nite dimensional vector
spaces and linear maps, we obtain the result.
Example 1.11 (Cohomology groups of C3 n V (x3 − y2z2)). Put U := f(x; y; z) 2
C3jf(x; y; z) 6= 0g with f= x3−y2z2. Then Q[x; y; z; 1=f] ’ A3=I with I being the left
ideal generated by
−2x@x − 3y@y − 6; −3y@y + 3z@z; −z2y2@z + x3@z − 2zy2;
−2z2y@x − 3x2@y; −2zy2@x − 3x2@z; −6z3@z@x − 9x2@2y − 6z2@x;
−3z3y@z + 3x3@y − 6z2y; −3z4@2z + 3x3@2y − 12z3@z − 6z2:
Its Fourier transform is A3=J with J generated by
2x@x + 3y@y − 1; 3y@y − 3z@z; −z@2z @2y − z@3x ;
2x@2z @y − 3y@2x ; 2x@z@2y − 3z@2x ; 6zx@3z − 9y2@2x + 12x@2z ;
−3z@3z @y − 3y@3x − 3@2z @y; −3z2@4z − 3y2@3x − 12z@3z − 6@2z :
The b-function of A3=J is (s− 1)(2s− 1). Hence we put k1 = 1. A Schreyer resolution
of A3=J with the weight vector (−1;−1;−1; 1; 1; 1) is given by
0! A3 L
−5
−!A33 L
−4
−!A113 L
−3
−!A153 L
−2
−!A83 L
−1
−!A3 ! A3=J ! 0
with
L−1 = (2x@x + 3y@y − 1; 3y@y − 3z@z; 2x@2z @y − 3y@2x ;
2x@z@2y − 3z@2x ;−z@2z @2y − z@3x ; 6zx@3z + 12x@2z − 9y2@2x ;
−3z@3z @y − 3@2z @y − 3y@3x ;−3z2@4z − 12z@3z − 6@2z − 3y2@3x);
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L−2 =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0; @3x ; 0; 0;−3@z; 0; @y; 0
−3y@2x ; 0; 3; 0; 0;−@y;−2x; 0
0; @2x ; @y;−@z; 0; 0; 0; 0
0;−y@3x ; 0; 0; 0; 0; z@z + 2;−@y
−z@2x ; z@2x ; 0;−z@z;−2x; 0; 0; 0
−3y@2x ; 3y@2x ;−3z@z − 3; 0; 0; 0;−2x; 0
−3y2@2x ; 3y2@2x ; 0; 0; 0;−z@z − 1; 0;−2x
3y@y − 3z@z;−2x@x − 3y@y + 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0
−@2z @y; @2z @y; @x; 0; 0; 0;−1; 0
0; 2x@2z ;−3y; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0
−@z@2y; @z@2y; 0; @x;−3; 0; 0; 0
0; 2x@z@y; 3z;−3y; 0; 0; 0; 0
−3z@3z − 6@2z ; 3z@3z + 6@2z ; 0; 0; 0; @x; 0;−3
0; z@3z + @
2
z ; 0; 0; 0; 0; y;−1
0; z@2z @y; 0; 0; 3y; 0;−z; 0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
and so on. From this resolution, we get the nal result
Hi(U;CU )=

C (i=0; 1);
0 (i=2; 3):
Programs written in the user language of kan/sm1 for algorithms in the present
paper are contained in the lib directory of kan/sm1.
2. Computation of cohomology groups with coecients in a locally constant sheaf
of rank one
A sheaf V on U is called a locally constant sheaf of rank m if for any x2U , there
exists an open set W 3 x such that the restriction VjW is a constant sheaf CmW .
Let f1; : : : ; fd 2Q[x] be (not necessarily irreducible) factors of f satisfying f=
f1   fd. Let a1; : : : ; ad be complex numbers which lie in a computable eld.
The left An-module
L(a)=Q[x; 1=f]fa11   fadd
is dened as follows: we dene the action of @k and xk by
@k  ((g(x)=fp)  m) =
 
dX
i= 1
ai
@fi
@xk
fi
!
(g(x)=fp)  m+ @(g=f
p)
@xk
 m;
xk  ((g(x)=fp)  m) = xkg(x)=fp  m;
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where m=fa11   fadd and g(x) is an arbitrary polynomial. In fact, we can easily check
that
@k  (xk(g=fp)m)= (@kxk)  ((g=fp)m)
and hence our denition of the action is well-dened.
The left An-module
P(a)=Anf
a1
1   fadd
is the left An-submodule of L(a) generated by m.
Put
V=HomAn(P(a);O
an
U );
where OanU is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on the complex manifold U =C
n n
V (f). Here we endow U with the topology as 2n-dimensional real smooth manifold
(the classical topology) instead of the Zariski topology and we denote it Ucl. When
the left An-module P(a) is expressed as An=I(a), we can regard V as a sheaf of
holomorphic solutions on U of the system of linear partial dierential equations I(a);
we have, for a simply connected open set uUcl,
V(u) ’ ff2OanU (u)jlf=0 for all l2 I(a)g;
where the isomorphism is given by
V(u) 3 ’ 7! ’(1)2OanU (u):
The C-vector space V(u) is one dimensional and spanned by the function fa11   fadd ,
which is a multi-valued analytic function on U , since I(a) contains
f
 
@k −
dX
i= 1
ai
fi
@fi
@xk
!
(k =1; : : : ; n):
Thus, V is a locally constant sheaf of rank one.
Theorem 2.1. The cohomology group Hk(U;V) is computable for any k  0.
This theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.1. In fact, when a1 =    = ad=0,
the locally constant sheaf V is the constant sheaf CU . In order to prove this theo-
rem, we need to generalize Procedure 1.4 to compute a left ideal I(a) of An such
that L(a)=An=I(a) where I(a) is, intuitively speaking, the dierential equations for
(f−)fa11   fadd with an appropriate nonnegative integer .
We introduce the Weyl algebra
Ad+n=Qht1; : : : ; td; x1; : : : ; xn; @t1 ; : : : ; @td ; @1; : : : ; @ni:
for our computation of I(a).
Procedure 2.2 (Computing L(a)).
Input: f;f1; : : : ; fd; a1; : : : ; ad.
Output: a left ideal I(a) of An such that L(a)=Q[x; 1=f]fa11   fadd ’ An=I(a).
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1. (Computation of the annihilating ideal of fs11   fsdd with indeterminates s1; : : : ; sd)
Compute
htj − fj(x) (j=1; : : : ; d); @fj@xi @tj + @i (i=1; : : : ; n; j=1; : : : ; d)i
\ Q[t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ]hx; @xi:
Replacing each ti@ti by the indeterminate −si−1 in generators of the intersection,
we obtain the set
G0(−s1 − 1; : : : ;−sd − 1)= fQ1(x; @x;−s− 1); : : : ; Qk(x; @x;−s− 1)g:
(Call Procedure 4.1 to compute the intersection of a left ideal and the subring
Q[t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ]hx; @xi.) The left ideal I(s) of Q[t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ]hx; @xi generated
by G0(−s− 1) gives the annihilating ideal for fs11   fsdd .
2. Compute
hI(s); f1(x) : : : fd(x)i \Q[s1; : : : ; sd]
by an elimination order x; @x > s1; : : : ; sd. Let G1(s) be a set of generators of the
elimination ideal above.
3. Choose a positive integer  such that the set
(a1 − ; : : : ; ad − )− Z>0(1; : : : ; 1)
does not meet the zero set
V (G1(s))= fv2Cd j g(v)= 0 for all g(s)2G1(s)g:
4. Output
I(a) := hG0(−a1 + − 1; : : : ;−ad + − 1)i
In the above procedure, I(a) is the annihilating ideal of fa1−1   fad−d . The annihi-
lating ideal of fa11   fadd can be computed as the ideal quotient I(a) : (Anf) through
syzygy computation by means of Grobner bases.
Let us present an algorithm to compute the cohomology groups Hk(U;V).
Algorithm 2.3 (Computing the cohomology groups Hk(U;V)).
Input: f;f1; : : : ; fd; a1; : : : ; ad.
Output: the cohomology groups Hk(U;V).
1. Call Procedure 2.2 with the input f;f1; : : : ; fd;−a1; : : : ;−ad. Get the output I(−a).
2. Call Procedure 1.8 with the input I = I(−a).
3. Computation of P(a) and its localization
Put X =Cn and let Y be an algebraic set of X dened by the polynomial f2Q[x]
with x=(x1; : : : ; xn). Let @=(@1; : : : ; @n) be the corresponding dierentiations. We de-
note by OX and DX =OX h@1; : : : ; @ni the sheaf of regular functions, and the sheaf of
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algebraic dierential operators on X respectively (see, e.g., [16, p.15 and p.70] and [17,
p.15]). We note that the set of the global sections  (X;DX ) coincides with C⊗Q An,
which is the Weyl algebra with coecients in the complex numbers. We will denote
it also by An if there is no risk of confusion.
In the sequel, we shall work in the category of algebraic DX -modules and prove
isomorphisms for sheaves of DX -modules. Correctness of algorithms and procedures
given in preceding sections follows by taking global section on X in isomorphisms of
propositions.
Put
M=P(a)=DXf
a1
1   fadd :
The left coherent DX -module M is a locally free OX -module of rank one on X n Y ,
which is called an integrable connection and MjXnY has regular singularities along Y
(see, e.g., [10,22], [6, pp. 151{172], [17, pp. 94{100] on regular singularities). Our
purpose in this section is to give a proof of correctness of Procedure 2.2, which also
gives an algorithm to compute the localization M[1=f] :=OX [1=f]⊗OX M. M[1=f] is
a holonomic system on X (Theorem 1.3 of Kashiwara [19]) and coincides with M on
X n Y .
We outline a method to compute P(a)[1=f] for given non-constant polynomials
f1; : : : ; fd and a=(a1; : : : ; ad) with f :=f1   fd. Here, we assume that ai lies in a
computable eld.
Let s=(s1; : : : ; sd) be commutative indeterminates and put
L(s) :=OX [s; 1=f]f
s1
1   fsdd ;
which we regard as a free OX [s; 1=f]-module. Put P(s) :=DX [s]f
s1
1   fsdd .
Then the set of global sections  (X;L(s)) of L(s) coincides with C[x; s; 1=f]fs11   
fsdd , and that of P(s) with An[s]f
s1
1   fsdd .
Denition 3.1. The (global) Bernstein{Sato ideal B(f1; : : : ; fd) in Q[s] is dened by
B(f1; : : : ; fd) := fb(s)2Q[s]jb(s)fs11   fsdd 2An[s]fs1+11   fsd+1d g:
The step 2 of Procedure 2.2 gives an algorithm to compute the Bernstein{Sato ideal.
Proposition 3.2 (Sabbah [35]). There exist a nite number of linear forms L1(s); : : : ;
L(s) in s with nonnegative integer coecients; and nonzero univariate polynomials
b1; : : : ; b; such that
b(s) := b1(L1(s))    b(L(s))2B(f1; : : : ; fd):
In particular; for any a=(a1; : : : ; ad)2Cd; the intersection of f(a1 − ; : : : ; ad − )
j2Ng with
V (B(f1; : : : ; fd)) := fs=(s1; : : : ; sd)2Cdjb(s)= 0 for all b2B(f1; : : : ; fd)g
is a nite set.
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The following proposition tells us that if a is generic, then the localization L(a) of
P(a) agrees with P(a).
Proposition 3.3. Assume that a=(a1; : : : ; ad)2Cd satisfy that (a1 − ; : : : ; ad − ) is
not contained in V (B(f1; : : : ; fd)) for all =1; 2; 3; : : : . Then P(a)=L(a) holds. In
particular; the OX -homomorphism f : P(a)! P(a) is an isomorphism.
Proof. In the notation of Proposition 3.2, there exist b(s)2B(f1; : : : ; fd) and p(s)2An[s]
such that
p(s)fs1+11   fsd+1d = b(s)fs11   fsdd :
and b(a1 − 1; : : : ; ad − 1) 6= 0. Then we have
fa1−11   fad−1d = b(a1 − 1; : : : ; ad − 1)−1p(a1 − 1; : : : ; ad − 1)fa11   fadd :
Proceeding in the same way by using the assumption, we know that fa1−1   fad−d is
contained in P(a) for =1; 2; 3; : : : . This implies P(a)=L(a).
Next, we shall see that the localization L(a) agrees with P(a1 − 0; : : : ; ad − 0)
for an integer 0 determined by the zero set of the Berndstein{Sato ideal. In order to
prove this fact, we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.4. OX [1=f] is a at OX -module.
Proof. This should be well-known (e.g. this is a special case of Lemma 1.1 of [21]).
Here we give a direct proof. Let  : K ! N be an arbitrary injective OX -
homomorphism. We have only to show that 1⊗ :K[1=f]!N[1=f] is also injective.
An arbitrary element of K[1=f] =OX [1=f]⊗OX K is written in a form f− ⊗ u with
some u2K and 2N. Then f−⊗ (u)= 0 if and only if f(u)= 0 for some 2N
(cf. Lemma 7.2 of [32]). This implies that 1⊗  is injective. This completes the proof.
Proposition 3.5. Fix an arbitrary a=(a1; : : : ; ad)2Cd: Let 0 be a positive integer
such that (a1−; : : : ; ad−) is not contained in V (B(f1; : : : ; fd)) for any integer >0:
Then we have
P(a)[1=f] =L(a)=P(a1 − 0; : : : ; ad − 0):
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence
0! P(a) !L(a)!L(a)=P(a)! 0; (3.1)
where  is the inclusion. First note that (L(a)=P(a))[1=f] = 0. In fact, any section v
of L(a) can be written in the form v= gfa1−1 : : : f
ad−
d with g2OX and 2N. Hence
we have fv2P(a). This implies (L(a)=P(a))[1=f] = 0.
Since OX [1=f] is a at OX -module, we have from (3.1) an exact sequence
0! P(a)[1=f] 1⊗−!L(a)[1=f]! 0:
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Since L(a)[1=f] =L(a), we have proved the rst equality of the proposition. The
second one follows from Proposition 3.3 since L(a)=L(a1 − 0; : : : ; ad − 0) (f is
invertible in L(a)).
Proposition 3.6. Under the same assumption as in Proposition 3:3; the DX -
homomorphism (specialization s= a)
 : P(s)=((s1 − a1)P(s) +   + (sd − ad)P(s))! P(a)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Assume that a section u :=p(s)fs11   fsdd of P(s) satises (u)= 0, where u
denotes the modulo class of u. Then there exist g1(s); : : : ; gd(s)2OX [s] and 2N such
that
u=
dX
j= 1
(sj − aj)gj(s)fs1−1   fsd−d :
By the same argument as the proof of Proposition 3.3, we can nd ~b(s)2Q[s] and
Q(s)2DX [s] such that
~b(s)fs1−1   fsd−d =Q(s)fs11   fsdd
and ~b(a) 6= 0.
There exist c1(s); : : : ; cd(s)2C[s] which satisfy
~b(a)− ~b(s)=
dX
j= 1
(sj − aj)cj(s):
Hence we get
~b(a)u =
0
@ ~b(s)p(s) + dX
j= 1
(sj − aj)cj(s)p(s)
1
Afs11   fsdd
=
dX
j= 1
(sj − aj)( ~b(s)gj(s)fs1−1   fsd−d + cj(s)p(s)fs11   fsdd )
=
dX
j= 1
(sj − aj)(gj(s)Q(s) + cj(s)p(s))fs11   fsdd :
Since ~b(a) 6= 0 by the assumption, we conclude that u2 (s1 − a1)P(s) +    + (sd −
ad)P(s). Hence  is injective. The surjectivity is obvious.
Let us consider the problem of nding the annihilating ideal of fs11   fsdd .
Let Ad be the Weyl algebra on the variables t=(t1; : : : ; td). We denote by AdDX :=
Ad ⊗C DX the sheaf on X of the dierential operators in variables (t; x) which are
polynomials in t. We follow an argument of Malgrange [26] for the case of d=1.
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We can endow L(s) with a structure of left AdDX -module by
tj(g(x; s)f
s1
1   fsdd )
= g(x; s1; : : : ; sj + 1; : : : ; sd)f
s1
1   fsj+1j   fsdd ; (3.2)
@tj (g(x; s)f
s1
1   fsdd )
= − sjg(x; s1; : : : ; sj − 1; : : : ; sd)fs11   fsj−1j   fsdd (3.3)
for g(x; s)2OX [s; 1=f] and j=1; : : : ; d.
Lemma 3.7. LetN be the sheaf of left ideals of AdDX generated by
tj − fj(x) (j=1; : : : ; d); (3.4)
@xi +
dX
j= 1
@fj
@xi
@tj (i=1; : : : ; n): (3.5)
Then each stalk ofN is a maximal left ideal.
Proof. By a coordinate transformation
t0j = tj − fj(x) (j=1; : : : ; d); x0= x;
we can reduce to the case where f1 =    =fd=0. In that case, the statement is
obvious.
Proposition 3.8. We have
N= fp2AdDX jpfs11   fsdd =0g:
Proof. It is easy to verify the inclusion  by using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). Since N is
maximal, we obtain the equality.
We put
I(s) := fp(s)2DX [s] jp(s)fs11   fsdd =0g:
Proposition 3.9. For a Zariski open set u of X; we have
 (u;I(s))
= fp(−s1 − 1; : : : ;−sd − 1)jp(t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td)2 (u;N\DX [t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ])g:
Proof. By Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), we get the relations
sj = − @tj tj = − tj@tj − 1 (j=1; : : : ; d):
Hence DX [s] is isomorphic to the subring DX [t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ] of AdDX . This implies
the conclusion.
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Proposition 3.10. Procedure 2:2 is correct.
Proof. The correctness of step 1 follows from Proposition 3.9.
To verify the correctness of step 2 of Procedure 2.2, one has only to note that for
b(s)2Q[s], we have b(s)2B(f1; : : : ; fd) if and only if b(s) belongs to  (X;I(s)) +
An[s]f.
The correctness of steps 3 and 4 can be shown by taking global sections in sheaf
isomorphisms given in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6.
As to our experiments, it is more ecient that one eliminates @x rst, and then
elminates x in step 2 of Procedure 2.2. However, even with this, the complexity of
Procedure 2.2 is huge.
4. Computation of the intersection of a left ideal and a subring
In this section, we give a procedure to compute the intersection of the left ideal
tj − fj(x) (j=1; : : : ; d); @fj@xi @tj + @i (i=1; : : : ; n; j=1; : : : ; d)

in Ad+n and the subring Q[t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ]hx; @xi of Ad+n. The intersection gives the
annihilating ideal for fs11   fsdd with the replacement ti@ti 7! −si − 1.
Procedure 4.1. Input: polynomials f1; : : : ; fd in x=(x1; : : : ; xn).
Output: a set of generators of the annihilating ideal I(s) of fs11   fsdd .
1. Introducing indeterminates t=(t1; : : : ; td); u=(u1; : : : ; ud); v=(v1; : : : ; vd), let I be
the left ideal of An+d[u; v] =Q[u; v]hx; t; @x; @ti generated by
tj − ujfj; (j=1; : : : ; d); (4.1)
@xi +
dX
j= 1
@fj
@xi
uj@tj (i=1; : : : ; n); (4.2)
1− ujvj; (j=1; : : : ; d): (4.3)
2. Take any term order on An+d[u; v] for eliminating u; v. Let G be a Grobner basis
of I with respect to this term order. Put G0 = fP1; : : : ; Pkg :=G \ An+d.
3. For each i=1; : : : ; k, there exist Qi 2DX [s] and i1; : : : ; id 2Z such that
S1;i1    Sd;idPi=Qi(x; @x; t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td)
holds, where Sj; := @tj if   0, and Sj; := t−j otherwise. Set
G0(s) := fQ1(x; @x; s); : : : ; Qk(x; @x; s)g:
Output: G0(−s1 − 1; : : : ;−sd − 1) is a set of generators of I(s).
Proposition 4.2. Procedure 4:1 is correct.
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Proof. First, we must show that for each i we can nd S1;i1 ; : : : ; Sd;id and Qi as in the
step 3 of Procedure 4.1. Fix any j with 1  j  d. Then the generators of I given in
the step 1 are homogeneous with respect to the weight table Wj below:
Wj:
Variables xi; @xi (1  i  n) tj @tj uj vj tk ; @tk ; uk ; vk (k 6= j)
Weight 0 −1 1 −1 1 0
Moreover, the product of two operators preserves the homogeneity with respect to
Wj. Hence each element of G0 is homogeneous with respect to Wj and free of u and
v. This enables us to nd a suitable multiple Qi of Pi as in the step 3.
Now let us show that each Qi(x; @x;−s − 1) belongs to I(s) with the notation
−s−1= (−s1−1; : : : ;−sd−1). By the denition, Pi is contained in the ideal generated
by (4.1){(4.3). Substituting 1 for every ui and vi, we know that Pi belongs to N,
which is the annihilating ideal sheaf of fs11   fsdd , since it does not depend on u; v.
Hence Qi(−s− 1) belongs to I(s) in view of Proposition 3.9.
Conversely, let p(−s− 1) be an arbitrary section of I(s). Multiplying by a polyno-
mial, we may assume that p(t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td) belongs to the left ideal of An+d generated
by (3.4) and (3.5) making use of Proposition 3.9 again. That is, there exist Rj; Si 2An+d
such that
p(t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td)=
dX
j= 1
Rj  (tj − fj) +
nX
i= 1
Si 
0
@@xi + dX
j= 1
@fj
@xi
1
A : (4.4)
We can homogenize the both sides of Eq. (4.4) by adding u with respect to the
weight table Wj. By performing this procedure for every j=1; : : : ; d, we obtain a
homogenization of Eq. (4.4) with respect to all W1; : : : ;Wd. The left hand side of this
homogenization is in the form u11    udd p with nonnegative integers 1; : : : ; d since
p itself is homogeneous. Thus u11    udd p is contained in the ideal of An[u] generated
by (4.1) and (4.2). This implies that
p=(1− u11    udd v11    vdd )p+ u11    udd v11    vdd p
belongs to I . Since G is a Grobner basis of I with respect to a term order for eliminating
u; v, there exist U1; : : : ; Uk 2An+d such that
p(t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td)=
kX
i= 1
UiPi:
Since p and Pi are homogeneous with respect to each Wj, we may assume that so
is Ui. Moreover, since the weight of p is zero with respect to each Wj, all Ui are
written in the form
Ui=U 0i (t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td)S1;i1    Sd;id
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with some U 0i 2An[t1@t1 ; : : : ; td@td ]. Hence p(s) belongs to the left ideal of An[s] gen-
erated by G0(s). This completes the proof.
Example 4.3. Consider f= xs1ys2 (1− x − y)s3 . I(s) is generated by
ys1 + ys2 + ys3 − s2 − yx@x − y2@y + y@y;
xs1 + xs2 + xs3 − s1 − x2@x − yx@y + x@x;
xs2 + ys2 + ys3 − s2 − yx@y − y2@y + y@y:
Note that this ideal is strictly larger than the ideal generated by trivial annihilators
x(1− x − y)@x − x(1− x − y)(@f=@x)=f;
y(1− x − y)@y − y(1− x − y)(@f=@y)=f:
5. Twisted de Rham cohomology group
In this section, we shall explain that computation of D-module theoretic integrals of
L(a) gives the cohomology groups Hk(U;V), which is nothing but what Grothendieck{
Deligne comparison theorem says; the contents of this section should be well-known
to specialists. However, they are not explicitly explained in the literature.
First let us recall the integration functor for D-modules. In general, let M be a left
DX -module (or, more generally, a bounded complex of DX -modules) dened on X .
Then the integration of M over X is dened byZ
X
M := R (X;
X ⊗LDX M)
as an object of the derived category of C-vector spaces, where R and L denote the
right and the left derived functors in the derived categories,   is the global section
functor, and 
X is the sheaf of algebraic n-forms on X , which has a natural structure
of the right DX -module and is isomorphic to DX =(@1DX +   + @nDX ) since X is the
ane space. For i2Z, the ith cohomology of RXM is denoted by R iXM, which is
a C-vector space. Ri (X;N) is often denoted by Hi(X;N). See, e.g., [12,16] for an
introduction to the mechanism of derived functors.
Now put
hi=
dX
j= 1
aj
f
fj
@fj
@xi
(i=1; : : : ; n):
Let M be the left DX -module M :=DX =I, where I is the left ideal generated by
f@i − hi (i=1; : : : ; n) with the polynomials hi dened above. Here, we note that hi
satisfy the integrability condition
@
@xj
(hi=f)=
@
@xi
(hj=f) (1  i; j  n); (5.1)
and the function fa11   fadd is annihilated by the operators f@i − hi. M has regular
singularities along (the non-singular locus of) Y =V (f) and also along the hyper-
plane at innity of the projective space Pn [10,22]. M and P(a) are isomorphic as
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DX -modules on X n Y . In fact, both are simple holonomic systems and there exists a
natural DX -homomorphism of M to P(a) which sends the modulo class of 12DX to
fa11   fadd . However, these two modules are not isomorphic on X in general.
Let us denote by 
iX the sheaf of regular (algebraic) i-forms on X . We use the
notation @=(@1; : : : ; @n) with @i := @=@xi. Let us denote by DR(M) the complex
0! 
0X ⊗OX M d!
1X ⊗OX M d!   d!
nX ⊗OX M! 0;
where d is dened by
d(dxk1 ^    ^ dxki ⊗ u)=
nX
j= 1
dxj ^ dxk1 ^    ^ dxki ⊗ (@ju)
for u2M. Here we regard 
i ⊗OX M as being placed at degree i − n. In particular,
the cohomology groups of DR(DX ) are given by
Hi(DR(DX ))=
(

X if i=0;
0 otherwise:
Hence we have an isomorphism

X ⊗LDX M ’ DR(DX )⊗DX M=DR(M):
Since 
iX ⊗OX M is a quasi-coherent OX -module and X is ane, we have
Hk(X;
iX ⊗OX M)= 0 (k > 0):
Hence by using the standard argument for the sheaf cohomology, the integral which is
explicitly represented by a complex
R
XM=R (X ; DR(M)) is equivalent to
0! ( 0^Zn)⊗Z M d! (
1^Zn)⊗Z M d!   d! (
n^Zn)⊗Z M ! 0; (5.2)
where M := (X;M) and
d(ei1 ^    ^ eik ⊗ u)=
nX
j= 1
ej ^ ei1 ^    ^ eik ⊗ (@ju)
with the unit vectors e1; : : : ; en of Zn.
The de Rham complex DR(M[1=f]) of the localization M[1=f] :=OX [1=f]⊗OX M
is dened by
0! 
0X ⊗OX M[1=f] d!
1X ⊗OX M[1=f] d!   d!
nX ⊗OX M[1=f]! 0; (5.3)
where d is given by
d(dxk1 ^    ^ dxki ⊗ u)=
nX
j= 1
dxj ^ dxk1 ^    ^ dxki ⊗ (@ju)
for u2M[1=f]. As DX [1=f]-module (not as DX -module!), there is an isomorphism
M[1=f] ’ DX [1=f]=(DX [1=f](@1 − h1f−1) +   +DX [1=f](@n − hnf−1)):
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Let P be a section of M[1=f]. Then there exist Qi 2DX [1=f] and r 2OX [1=f] such
that
P=
nX
i= 1
Qi(@i − hif−1) + r:
Such r is determined uniquely. Then we dene ’(P)= r. Hence
’ :M[1=f]! OX [1=f]
denes an isomorphism as OX [1=f]-module. By transforming the complex (5.3) by
means of this ’, we get the following complex that is isomorphic to (5.3):
0! 
0X [1=f] r!
1X [1=f] r!   r!
nX [1=f]! 0; (5.4)
where r, which is called an integrable connection, is dened by
r(udxi1 ^    ^ dxik )=
nX
j= 1

@u
@xj
+
hj
f
u

dxj ^ dxi1 ^    ^ dxik
for u2OX [1=f]; in fact, we have
@j  u= u@j + @u@xj  u
hj
f
+
@u
@xj
modulo DX [1=f](@1 − h1f−1) +    + DX [1=f](@n − hnf−1). Thus the integral
R
X
M[1=f] =R (X; (5:4)) is isomorphic to the complex
0!  (X ;
0X [1=f]) r! (X ;
1X [1=f]) r!   r! (X ;
nX [1=f])! 0 (5.5)
since 
kX [1=f] is a quasi-coherent OX -module, X is ane and hence H
k(X;
pX [1=f])= 0
for k > 0 (see, e.g., [16, p. 205, Proposition 1.2A, p. 215, Theorem 3.7] and [36]). The
cohomology of this complex is nothing but the algebraic twisted de Rham cohomology
with respect to the local system on X n Y dened by the equation ru=0 for u2OanX .
When M=P(a) on X n Y , (5.5) gives the algebraic twisted de Rham cohomology
groups associated with the local system dened by P(−a), i.e. the cohomology groups
of X n Y with coecients in the locally constant sheaf
V :=HomDX (P(−a);OanX )=HomDX (OX ;DanX ⊗DX P(a));
where DanX denotes the sheaf of holomorphic dierential operators. In fact, by applying
the functor OanX ⊗OX to the complex (5.3), we obtain a complex of sheaves on X n Y
whose kth cohomology group is
fu2OanX jru=0g=HomDX (P(−a);OanX )
if k =0 and zero otherwise.
The algebraic twisted de Rham cohomology coincides with the analytic one by virtue
of the comparison theorem of Deligne [10, p. 98 Theorem 6.2, p. 99 Corollary 6.3].
Let us summarize what we have explained.
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Theorem 5.1 (Comparison theorem [10]).
Hk(U;V) ’ Hk(( (X ;
X [1=f]);r)) ’ Hk−n(X;DR(M[1=f])):
As we will see in Proposition 6.1, we have moreover
Hk−n(X;DR(M[1=f])) ’ Hk−n(An=(@1An +   + @nAn)⊗LAn An=I(a)):
Example 5.2 (Beta function). Putting X =C, we consider P(a)=DX xa1 (1− x)a2 for
generic complex numbers a1 and a2. We have P(a)=L(a) ’ DX =hpi with p=(x2−
x)@x − (a1 + a2)x + a1. The Bernstein{Sato ideal for x and 1 − x is generated by
(s1 + 1)(s2 + 1). The b-function of the Fourier transform DX =hp^i with
p^= x@2x + (x + a1 + a2 + 2)@x + a1 + 1
is s(s+ a1 + a2 + 1). Hence by applying Procedure 1.8 with k1 = 0, we have
0! F−1=(F−1 + xA1) p^−!F0=(F−1 + xA1)! 0
and we get
H 0(U;V)= 0; H 1(U;V)=C;
where U =Cnf0; 1g and
V(w)= fu2Oan(w) j du=dx=(−a1=x + a2=(1− x))ug
for a simply connected open set w. Note that
H 1(U;V) ’
C
h
x; 1x(1−x)
i
dx
rC
h
x; 1x(1−x)
i ’ C  1
x
− 1
1− x

dx;
where r=d+ (a1=x − a2=(1− x)) dx^. The beta function should be regarded asZ 1
0
xa1 (1− x)a2’;
where ’=dx=(x(1− x))2H 1(U;V).
Example 5.3. For generic complex numbers a1; : : : ; am, we consider P(a)=DX
Qm
i= 1
(x − ci)ai where c1; : : : ; cm are distinct points in C . By applying our algorithm, we
can see that H 1(U;V)=Cm−1 and H 0(U;V)= 0 where U =C n fc1; : : : ; cmg and
V=HomDU (P(−a);OanU ). See [2] for details on these cohomology groups and hy-
pergeometric functions.
Example 5.4 (Counting the number of bounded chambers by D-module algorithms).
We consider a collection of hyperplanes
Li(x)=
nX
j= 1
cijxj + ci0 = 0; (i=1; : : : ; m)
in Rn and put f=
Qm
i= 1 Li(x). For complex numbers a1; : : : ; am, we consider P(a)=
DX
Qm
i= 1 Li(x)
ai . The number of bounded chambers in U =Rn n Smi= 1fx jLi(x)= 0g
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Table 1
dimCHi(X n Y;C)
f i=2 i=1 i=0 Euler ch.
xy 1 2 1 0
xy(x + y + 1) 3 3 1 1
xy
(x + y + 1) 6 4 1 3
(x − y − 2)
is equal to the Euler number of Hk(U;V) (see [2, p.47 Theorem 2.13.1] and [34]).
Although there are several algorithms in computational geometry to count the number,
this number can also be counted by our purely algebraic algorithm. Table 1 is an
example of computation of Euler numbers by our algorithm and implementation, where
X =C2 = f(x; y)g; Y = ff=0g.
Of course, our method is far from ecient. However, it is rather surprising that
purely algebraic computations in the ring of dierential operators can evaluate the
number of bounded chambers in a given hyperplane arrangement.
6. Computation of integration
Let M be a holonomic DX -module dened on X :=Cn. In this section, we explain
a method to translate the computation of integrals
R i
XM to that of the restriction
Hi((DX =(x1DX +   + xnDX )⊗LAn M^), where M^ is the Fourier transform of M. Our
discussion together with the algorithm of computing the restriction in [33] proves the
correctness of Procedure 1.8 and consequently the correctness of steps 2, 3 and 4 of
Algorithm 1.2.
The Weyl algebra An has a ring automorphism  dened by
(xi)= − @i; (@i)= xi (i=1; : : : ; n):
This  naturally denes a new left An-module M^ :=(M), which is called the Fourier
transform of M . SinceM is holonomic, M belongs to the Bernstein class of An-modules
(cf. [5, p. 125]). Since the Bernstein class is invariant under the Fourier transform, we
know that M^ :=DX ⊗An (M) is a holonomic DX -module on X . By applying  to
the complex (5.2), we obtain another complex
0! ( 0^Zn)⊗Z (M) !(
1^Zn)⊗Z (M) !   ! (
n^Zn)⊗Z (M)! 0; (6.1)
where
(ei1 ^    ^ eik ⊗ u)=
nX
j= 1
ej ^ ei1 ^    ^ eik ⊗ (xju):
Since the complexes (5.2) and (6.1) are isomorphic, we have only to compute the
cohomology groups of (6.1). Here note that (6.1) is a complex dening the restriction
of M^ to the origin of X . Thus, we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 6.1. We have for any i;
H i(X;DR(M)) ’ Hi((An=(x1An +   + xnAn))⊗LAn M^):
Note that M^ is specializable to the origin (i.e., a nonzero b-function exists) since
M^ is holonomic (cf. [22]). Hence the cohomology groups of (6.1) are computable by
steps 2{6 of Procedure 1.8 as shown in [33]. Thus each
R i
XM is computable as a
nite dimensional vector space and we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2. Procedure 1:8 is correct.
The heart of Procedure 1.8 is the truncation of a resolution with respect to a ltration
dened by the weight vector w by a root of b-function [33]. Let us briey explain
the idea. Let M be a holonomic D-module and b(s; x) be the b-function (or indicial
polynomial) along x1 = 0. Then, x1 : grk+1(M)p ! grk(M)p is bijective if b(k;p) 6=
0 (see [32, Section 5]). Here gr(M) is the graded module associated with the weight
vector w=(−1; 0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0). Hence, in order to obtain the kernel and the image
of the map x1, we may truncate the high degree part and the low degree part of
the ltration of M with respect to the weight vector w. In order to obtain all the
cohomology groups of the restriction, we need a diagram chase to determine the degree
of the truncation. As to details, see [32, Section 5] and [33].
By Propositions 3.10, 4.2, Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 6.2, we obtain the following
theorem and complete our proof of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1.
Theorem 6.3. Algorithms 1:2 and 2:3 are correct.
We close this section with the following theorem, which generalizes Theorem 2.1
when the coecient sheaf V is expressed in terms of regular holonomic D-module
DM as V=HomDU (OU ;D
an
U ⊗An M). (As to denitions of regular holonomic systems,
see, e.g., [6, p. 302, p. 305], [17, pp. 94{100], [22].) Note that it is a dicult problem
in general to reconstruct M from a given V, which is called the Riemann{Hilbert
problem.
Theorem 6.4. Let M be an An-module (An)p=I where I is a left submodule of (An)p.
We assume that M := DX ⊗An M is regular holonomic [6; Denition 11:3] and that
the singular locus of M on X is given by f=0 with a polynomial f2K[x]; where
K is a computable subeld of C. Put U =Cn n V (f). Then the cohomology groups
Hk(U;HomDU (OU ;D
an
U ⊗An M)) are computable.
Proof. An algorithm to compute M [1=f] as a left An-module is given in [33, Section
6] under the condition that M is holonomic. Since M is a locally free OX -module
on U , M[1=f] is a locally free OX [1=f]-module on X . Hence any point of X has an
ane open neighborhood W so that
M[1=f] =OX [1=f]u1      OX [1=f]um
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holds on W as OX [1=f]-module with sections u1; : : : ; um of M[1=f] on W . There exist
aijk 2 (W;OX [1=f]) such that
@iuj =
mX
k = 1
aijkuk ; (1  i  n; 1  j  m): (6.2)
Since 
X ⊗OX M[1=f] =
X [1=f] ⊗OX [1=f]M[1=f] and
@i
mX
j= 1
’juj =
mX
j= 1
 
(@i’j)uj + ’j
mX
k = 1
aijkuk
!
;
the de Rham complex DR(M[1=f]) is isomorphic to the complex
0! 
0X [1=f]m r−!
1X [1=f]m r−!   r−!
nX [1=f]m ! 0
on W ; here r is dened by
r(’dx1 ^    ^ dxi)=
nX
i= 1

@’
@xi
+ tai’

dxi ^ dx1 ^    ^ dx ;
where ai is the mm matrix whose (j; k)-component is aijk , and ’2OX [1=f]m is re-
garded as a column vector. Thus we see that DR(M[1=f]) coincides with the integrable
connection on U associated with the locally constant sheaf
V := f’2 (OanU )m j (@i + tai)’=0 (i=1; : : : ; n)g:
On the other hand, in view of Eq. (6.2), there is an isomorphism
M ’ DmU =(DmU (@1 − a1) +   +DmU (@n − an))
on W . Let ’ be an element ofHomDU (OU ;D
an
U ⊗DUM). Then ’(1)=’1u1+  +’mum
satises
0= @i’(1)=
mX
j= 1
 
(@i’j)uj + ’j
mX
k = 1
aijkuk
!
:
Hence the correspondence ’$ (’1; : : : ; ’m) denes an isomorphism
HomDU (OU ;D
an
U ⊗DU M) ’V:
Finally we can apply the comparison theorem [10, Theoreme 6.2] because MjU can
be regarded as a regular connection in the sense of Deligne [10] ([17, p. 98], [22,
Theorem 2.3.2]). In conclusion, we have provedZ
X
M[1=f] =R (X;DR(M[1=f])=R (U;V)[− n]:
Example 6.5. If M is not regular holonomic, then the comparison theorem no longer
holds. For example, put
M=DX =h@x + 2xi; X =U =C:
The operator @x + 2x is not regular at x=1. One can verify that
H 0(X;DR(M))=C; H−1(X;DR(M))= 0
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by applying our integration algorithm. Now, take ’2HomDX (OX ;Man). We may as-
sume that f=’(1) belongs to Oan since @x = − 2x in Man. We have @xf=0 in
Man, which means that f@x + f0 2 h@x + 2xi. Then, we have f0=f=2x and hence
f=’(1)= cex
2 2Man for a constant c. Therefore, we have HomDX (OX ;Man) ’ C.
On the other hand,
H 1(X;C)= 0 6= H 0(X;DR(M)) and H 0(X;C)=C 6= H−1(X;DR(M)):
7. Computation of cohomology groups on the complement of an algebraic set when
its algebraic local cohomology group vanishes except for one degree
The purpose of this section is to establish a connection between the de Rham coho-
mology of Cn with an algebraic set removed, and the integration of modules over the
Weyl algebra. We use the algebraic local cohomology groups lying in between these
two objects. The contents of this section except the last theorem should be well known
to specialists ([20, 23, 24, 27]).
Let X be an n-dimensional non-singular algebraic variety over C and let Y be an
arbitrary algebraic set of X . For an OX -module F, the algebraic local cohomology
group Hi[Y ](F) with support Y (in the sense of Grothendieck) is the ith derived
functor of the functor
 [Y ](F)= lim
k!1
HomOX (OX =J
k
Y ;F);
where JY denotes the dening ideal of Y . For any i  0, Hi[Y ](OX ) is a holo-
nomic DX -module (Theorem 1.4 of [19]). Note that this is a sheaf and the set of
its global sections on the ane space Cn agrees with the local cohomology module
HiY (C[x1; : : : ; xn]). When X =C
n, algorithms for computing the algebraic local coho-
mology groups have been given in [32] for the case where Y is of codimension one
and [33,42] for the general case.
In general, for a bounded complex M of left DX -modules, the algebraic and the
analytic de Rham functors are dened by
DR(M) := 
X ⊗LDX M=RHomDX (OX ;M)[n];
DRan(Man) :=
anX ⊗LDanX M
an =RHomDX (OX ;M
an)[n]
in the derived category of CX -modules (cf. [20,27]), where 
anX denotes the sheaf of
holomorphic n-forms and Man := DanX ⊗DX M.
Lemma 7.1. For a quasi-coherent OX -module M and an algebraic set Y of X; we
have R Y (M)=R [Y ](M); where  Y denotes the functor of taking the sections with
support contained in Y in the Zariski topology.
Proof SinceM is quasi-coherent, the Hilbert Nullstellensatz implies  Y (M)= [Y ](M).
First, suppose that Y is the zeros of a polynomial f2C[x]. Let p be an arbitrary
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point of X . Note that
HiY (M)p= lim! H
i
Y (U;M)= lim! H
i−1(U n Y;M)= 0
for i  2, where U runs through the ane open neighborhoods of p, since U n Y is
also ane. For i=1, we get
H1Y (M)p = lim!  (U n Y;M)= (U;M)
= lim!  (U;M[1=f])= (U;M)
= H1[Y ](M)p:
Thus we see that HiY (M)=H
i
[Y ](M) for any i. For the general case where Y =
ff1=    =fd=0g with polynomials f1; : : : ; fd, we can prove the lemma by expressing
Hi[Y ](M) and H
i
Y (M) as the Cech cohomology groups with respect to the ane
covering fX n V (fi)gdi= 1 of X n Y (see [42]).
Proposition 7.2. For any coherent DX -module M and any algebraic set Y of X; we
have R YDR(M)=DR(R [Y ](M)).
Proof Since M is a quasi-coherent OX -module, we have
R YDR(M) = R Y (RHomDX (OX ;M))[n]
= RHomDX (OX ; R Y (M))[n]
= RHomDX (OX ; R [Y ](M))[n]
= DR(R [Y ](M))
in view of the preceding lemma.
Proposition 7.3. Let CX be the constant sheaf on X with stalk C. Then there is an
isomorphism
R Y (X;CX ) ’
Z
X
R [Y ](OX )[− n];
where [ − n] denotes the shift operator in the derived category. In particular; if
Hi[Y ](OX )= 0 for i 6= d; then for any i2Z; there is an isomorphism
HiY (X ;CX ) ’
Z i−n−d
X
Hd[Y ](OX ):
Proof By Proposition 7.2 we haveZ
X
R [Y ](OX ) = R (X ; DR(R [Y ](OX )))
= R (X ;R Y (DR(OX )))
= R Y (X ; DR(OX )):
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On the other hand, there are two distinguished triangles and a morphism between them:
R Y (X ; DR(OX )) ! R (X ; DR(OX )) +1! R (X n Y ; DR(OX ))
# # #
R Y (X ; DRan(OanX )) ! R (X ; DRan(OanX )) +1! R (X n Y ; DRan(OanX )):
Here the vertical homomorphisms except the leftmost one are isomorphisms by virtue
of the comparison theorem of Grothendieck [15]. Hence the leftmost vertical homo-
morphism is also an isomorphism. Moreover, the complex de Rham lemma implies
DRan(OanX )=CX [n]. Consequently, we get
R Y (X ; DR(OX ))=R Y (X ; DRan(OanX ))=R Y (X ;CX )[n]:
This completes the proof.
From the above proposition and the isomorphism Hi(X n Y ;C) ’ Hi+1Y (X ;C) (see,
e.g., [16, p. 212, Exercises 2.3]), we obtain
Corollary 7.4. Assume Hi[Y ](OX )= 0 for i 6= d. Then for any i  1; we have an
isomorphism
Hi(X n Y ;CX ) ’
Z i−n−d+1
X
Hd[Y ](OX ):
If Y is non-singular, we can also relate the de Rham cohomology of X n Y to that
of Y itself:
Corollary 7.5. Assume that Y is non-singular and of codimension d. Then; for any
i  1; there exists an isomorphism
Hi(X n Y ;CX ) ’ Hi+1−2d(Y ;CY ):
Hence; H i(Y ;CY ) is computable for any i  0.
Proof Let  : Y ! X be the embedding. Then by the Kashiwara equivalence (cf. [17,
p. 34, Theorem 1.6.1] and [19]), we have an isomorphism Hd[Y ](OX )= +OY . Thus by
using Proposition 7.3, we obtain
HiY (X ;CX )’
Z i−n−d
X
Hd[Y ](OX ) ’
Z i−n−d
X
+OY ’
Z i−n−d
Y
OY ’ Hi−2d(Y ;CY ):
Combining this with the preceding corollary, we are done.
In [42], Walther gave an algorithm to compute the local cohomology groups Hk[Y ]
(M) with a Cech complex under the condition thatM is (f1   fd)-saturated. Since OX
satises this condition, we can compute algebraic local cohomology groups Hi[Y ](OX )
for any i  0 where Y := ff1 =    =fd=0g. Another approach to compute algebraic
local cohomology groups ofM with a resolution and without the condition of saturation
is given in [33]. Thus, we have two algorithms for the next theorem.
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Theorem 7.6. The cohomology groups Hi(X n Y ;CX ) for any i  0 is computable
if Y =V (f1; : : : ; fd); fi 2Q[x1; : : : ; xn] and if H j[Y ](OX ) vanishes except for one j.
This theorem generalizes Theorem 1.1 under the condition on vanishing of the local
cohomology groups H j[Y ](OX ). Note that if d=1, then this condition always holds.
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